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Abstract—With the development of cutting-edge technologies
and the efforts of business giants, Metaverse is getting closer and
closer to us. In addition to the fields of healthcare, education and
cultural tourism, Metaverse will also have a profound impact
on the power grid. The digital twin (DT) is regarded as the
foundation of Metaverse, but its high cost hinders the wide
application of DTs in power grids. In this paper, we propose
a path to build the DTs in the DC microgrid, which is a
representative block in the future power grid with the penetration
of renewable energy sources, forming Grid-Metaverse that can
significantly reduce the cost and improve the interactivity. A
model-based DT, which is originated from the physical model,
and a data-driven DT, using the graph neural network with the
data from the model-based one, are built together to illustrate this
path and to show their roles in the Grid-Metaverse. Moreover, in
the prototype tests, the threats of denial-of-service (DoS) and false
data injection (FDI) attacks are validated through the developed
DTs.

Index Terms—Grid-Metaverse, Digital Twin, DC Microgrid,
Cyberattack, Graph Neural Network

I. INTRODUCTION

There is no agreed-upon definition of the Metaverse, but it is
frequently used to refer to a future scenario in which the virtual
and physical worlds are closely intertwined [1]. Although the
precise design of the future Metaverse is unknown, many
tech behemoths, including Facebook, Microsoft, and NVIDIA,
are trying to create it using cutting-edge technologies like
augmented reality, artificial intelligence, blockchain, cloud,
edge computing, etc. [2].

Metaverse can give users immersive experiences that tran-
scend space and time, and it is also seen as the next generation
of the Internet with a significant social dimension [3]. The
applications of Metaverse will make it possible for human
users to live and play in a self-sustaining, persistent and shared
domain [4]. Possible applications of Metaverse are already
being shown in the medical industry [5], [6], the education
industry [7], and the cultural tourism [8], [9]. Research has
also been done in the industry area to suggest a roadmap for
an industrial Metaverse built based on ideas like Social-Cyber-
Physical System (SCPS) and Industry 5.0, ultimately enabling
the efficient use of resources and the delivery of goods and
services to satisfy individual needs [10].

Metaverse will also enable a natural shift in the way
people work to telecommuting. It has been demonstrated that
telecommuting not only does not impair the work’s quality
but also boosts output [11]. In addition to office workers, the
teleworker population will also consist of engineers, scientists,
and technicians [12]. The convergence of the real and the
virtual will lead to a greater flow of information [13], which,

combined with closer collaboration and simulation, will make
it easier to manage complex projects and reduce costs as
the need for physical prototypes decreases [12]. Although the
results of the massive investment of money are still limited
[14], it is believed that the future of Metaverse is promising
and Metaverse will be everywhere [15].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• An overview is shown about the far-reaching impact that

the introduction of Metaverse will have on the grid in all
life cycle.

• One path to Grid-Metaverse from grid digital twin (DT)
is proposed for solving the high cost and lack of interop-
erability. And model-based DT and data-driven DT are
constructed for functional prototype tests to illustrate the
path.

• Model-based DT is set up for security assessment, and
direct impacts are found created by the hybrid attack.

• Graph neural network PIDeuG is migrated to the DC
microgrid (DCmG), and the training function of this data-
driven DT is shown.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will
show the benefits Metaverse will bring to the grid throughout
its life cycle and will give the path to Grid-Metaverse from grid
DT to reduce the cost and improve the interactivity. In Sections
III and IV, the realization of model-based DT and data-driven
DT is introduced respectively. In Section V, we show the
results of the experiment. Section VI gives the summary and
prospects.

II. GRID-METAVERSE

A. When Metaverse meets power grids

Fig. 1. Metaverse brings benefits to the grid throughout its life cycle.

Nowadays, the grid, moving towards a smart grid, is be-
coming increasingly large and complex under the influence of
societal goals such as sustainability [16]. Some studies propose



the introduction of Metaverse into the grid [17]. On the one
hand, this accommodates the shift of the grid from a pure CPS
to a SCPS [18], and on the other hand, it may bring benefits
to the grid throughout its life cycle.

In the research and design stage, many models and theories
either stay on paper or require much time and cost for testing
because it is difficult to have an actual power system for
experiments [19]. Metaverse, however, can provide powerful
technical support for new power system modeling. It can help
to realize rapid planning derivation, scheme simulation, and
proposal verification of new power grid systems under virtual
scenarios, so as to provide feedback to guide the control,
optimization, and resource allocation of physical power grids,
greatly improving the efficiency of design and research [20].
When the deployment is required, the previous design relying
on the manufacturing link and transportation link in the
industrial Metaverse can be quickly landed to shorten the
deployment cycle [10].

In the operation stage, the physical entity of the power
system and the virtual space of Metaverse realize the virtual
reality through advanced sensing and high-speed commu-
nication. By establishing control and scheduling strategies
for each power equipment in Metaverse, the flexible and
optimal scheduling of the virtual power system in Metaverse
is achieved, which in turn leads to more efficient and safer
operation of the power system in reality [21]. In periods
when maintenance is required, the use of technologies such
as augmented reality can provide maintenance personnel with
an accurate grasp of equipment principles, state parameters,
and operational status [22], and if technologies such as re-
mote collaborative robotics are used, safe remote maintenance
beyond spatial limitations can also be achieved [23]. In addi-
tion, Metaverse can facilitate communication and collaboration
between staff members to improve project efficiency, and can
also be used to train grid staff at all stages, reducing training
costs while improving training effectiveness [13].

Because the concept of Metaverse is relatively vague and
its goals are not sufficiently clear, the path to its realization
is also difficult to be completely explicit. But for this very
reason, the possible changes that Metaverse will bring to the
power grid will be far more than that and fascinating.

B. From DT to Metaverse

Fig. 2. A simplified relationship between Metaverse and DT.

DT is considered to be part of Metaverse and an important
supporting technology [24]. Although, like Metaverse, DT
lacks a uniform definition, the basic idea behind DT is a high-
precision virtual model of physical entities [25]. DT serves as

a solution to replicate the real world in Metaverse, allowing
participants to experience physical entities as if they were
interacting with them in the real world [26]. Currently, grid
DT is still in its nascent stage [27] and the high cost is the
main obstacle for the digital twin of the grid and any other
general CPS [28]. However, it is foreseeable that grid DT is a
necessary path in the evolution of the grid towards Metaverse.
And the perspective of Metaverse will bring new insights to
the development of grid DT.

DT behavior models can be built based on model or data
[29]. The ANGEL DT framework proposed in [30] can be used
to continuously track the power system and provide informa-
tion about the grid dynamics. According to the ANGEL vision,
model-based DT built in real-time simulation devices will play
an important role in grid DT, but the high cost of these devices
will hinder grid DT development. To address this problem,
many data-driven approaches have been proposed in the fields
of grid optimization, control, fault, and attack detection [31]–
[33]. If the data is obtained based on the model-based DT, and
then data-driven methods are used to obtain an approximate
model of the physical dynamics, it will allow reducing the cost
significantly. And considering that the current research related
to grid DT is always proposed, designed, and tested on various
small-size platforms [34], the relative separation of model-
based DT and data-driven DT is conducive to the realization
of interoperability in the future Metaverse, as well as the
specialization of the division of labor and further reduction
of cost [4].

Fig. 3. VSPs’ functions and the relationship between VSPs.

At that time, there will be different virtual service
providers(VSPs), providing different virtual services to users,
and VSPs can cooperate with each other. It should be noted
that the boundary between VSPs and users will become
increasingly indistinct in the future, and users can also become
new VSPs, relying on the use of other virtual service providers
to establish new own services [35].

In the Sections IV-VI, we will experiment with functional
prototypes of model-based grid DT service providers, and
data-driven grid DT service providers, respectively, in the
context of Metaverse to further demonstrate their own roles
and relationships with each other.

In the case, although not limited to specific scenarios, we
chose a DC microgrid, which integrates distributed energy
sources, energy storage units, and flexible loads [36]. On the



one hand, DCmG is expected to be able to solve the in-
creasingly prominent problem of grid integration of renewable
energy sources as countries around the world accelerate their
development and is very promising [38], on the other hand, it
is simpler in control but representative as part of a microgrid
which is the basis of the smart grid [39].

III. MODEL-BASED DT

The VSP that provides model-based DT is expected to
provide users with a graphical or immersive model-building
platform that, once built, calculates and returns real-time
operational data about the grid at the user’s command from
its own computing center or other cloud platforms as needed.
For that, the prototype device was built just as shown in the
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Implementation overview of the model-baesd DCmG DT platform.

Abstractly, it can be divided into two information networks.
Net1 is a microgrid model simulation network, which serves
as the net of VSPs and is used for simulation, and Net2 is an
operation and monitoring network, which serves as the net
of users. Users can send operation instructions and collect
simulation data through Net2. In our prototype, there are
mainly four entities, namely, host, HIL simulator, controller
and switch. They cover two information networks and play
different roles.

In section IV, we will use the prototype device to do security
assessment about a hybrid attack on the DCmG in the structure
Fig. 5

A. HIL Simulator

HIL simulator serves as the computing center or cloud
platform and is used to simulate power supply, load, line,
actuator, sensor, and other objects. The Typhoon hardware in
the loop (HIL) 602 + simulator can realize ultra-low delay
and ultra-high fidelity real-time simulation of power electronic
microgrid [37].

As shown in the Fig. 5, in each node, the DC voltage source
represents the battery or conventional new energy and then is
connected to the common coupling point of the power grid
through the LC filter circuit and the voltage converter. The load
of the node is represented by the current source. The voltmeter
and the ammeter can measure the voltage of the common

coupling point and output current of the node respectively.
The nodes are connected through a certain cable resistance.

Fig. 5. Physical model and connection topology.

B. Controller

The controller is mainly responsible for executing the con-
trol program, including the communication between nodes,
and the calculation and transmission of control signals. In
the platform, the execution equipment transmitted to by the
controller refers to the voltage converter. Any required control
algorithm can be implemented in the controller, which is also
the key to the more expansibility of the platform. A typical
DCmG hierarchical control scheme is selected and used in this
platform [40].

C. Host

The host serves as the user. On the one hand, the host is
connected to the communication network of the microgrid and
can implement the operation. On the other hand, the host is
connected to the controller through Net2, just for example,
which can realize the remote configuration and supervision
of the controller. In addition, the host is connected to the
Typhoon, which can make real-time monitoring and recording
of the operation status of the microgrid on the Typhoon
SCADA interface.

D. Switch

Switch the messages between the node controllers to simu-
late the real communication environment.

IV. DATA-DRIVEN DT

Some VSPs, as mentioned in Section III, can provide data-
driven DT using the data from the model-based DT. In section
IV, We will construct a date-driven DT for Metaverse training
about grid attacks in this way.

A. Graph Neural Network

The traditional deep learning methods can be used in DTs,
but their performance in processing non-Euclidean space data
is still unsatisfactory. Therefore, the graph neural network
came into being. The graph neural network makes full use of
the information of the graph. It is flexible and powerful and
can handle the graph data well [41]. Graph neural network has
achieved rapid development in recent years and has achieved
great success in the task of processing graph data, such as N-
body dynamics [42], Hamiltonian mechanics [43], and particle



dynamics [44]. Microgrid also has complex topological struc-
ture, but there are few reports of using graph neural network to
try to solve microgrid-related problems. Yu et al. designed the
PIDeuG network to predict the transient response of AC power
grid load change [45]. However, the network has not been
applied to DCmGs. We will use that to model the transient
response of attack on the DCmG and the following is the
network model.

B. Network Model

The input and output of the network and the design of the
network structure in this method refer to PIDGeuN.

Let the state of the ith node at moment k be x
(k)
gi =

[V pcci, Ii], and let x
(k)
i = [x

(k)
gi , Iti, F lag], where V pcci

and Ii represents the voltage of the common coupling point
and node output of node i respectively, Iti represents the
current data in the node i server, and if there is attack
in the system flag = 1, otherwise flag = 0. Let
X

(k)
g = [x

(k)
g1 , x

(k)
g2 , ..., x

(k)
gi ...], X

(k) = [x
(k)
1 , x

(k)
2 , ..., x

(k)
i ...]

and χ
(k)
C = [X(k), X(k−1), ..., X(k−C+1)]. Then the input of

the system is χ
(k)
C , and the output is X

(k+1)
g .

Fig. 6. Network model.

The network in Fig. 6 is mainly composed of three parts:
encoder, processor, and decoder. The encoder increases the
dimension of the original data and more fully expresses the
Boolean value and other variables. The processor is composed
of graph convolution layers and graph attention layers with
stronger nonlinearity. The application of BatchNorm in the
model reduces the risk of gradient disappearance and overfit-
ting.

The network in this paper does not use the technology
of constructing the new adjacency matrix and physical reg-
ularization mentioned in the original PIDGeuN, but from the
following results, the model can still get good results.

V. TEST RESULTS

A. Basic Settings

The electrical parameters in Fig. 5 are shown in Table I,
and the controll related parameters are in Table II. The current
loads of nodes are set as in Table III. Besides, the control cycle
is 0.05s and the communication cycle is 0.02s.

TABLE I
FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS

Item Fundamental Parameters
Name V ini Rti Lti Ri Ci Rlinei
Value 68V 0.2Ω 0.002H 200Ω 0.0018F 0.2Ω

TABLE II
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Item Primary Controller Second Controller
Name kpV kpI ki kp ki
Value 0.85 0.01 2 0.1 0.15

TABLE III
LOAD

Node # 1 2 3 4 5 6
Value (A) 2.5 2.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75

B. Attack Implementation

1) DoS: A denial-of-service (DoS) attack occurs when the
information systems, devices, or other network resources are
unable to access. There are many ways to implement DoS
attacks like Smurf Attack and SYN flood [46]. In the following
test, we just use ARP to achieve the equivalent attack effect.
When ARP spoofing is applied to the controllers of nodes
1 and 2 simultaneously and the interacted data packets are
discarded, then the communication link is selectively cut off.

2) FDI: A false data injection (FDI) attack is to inject
a well-designed malicious value into a communication link.
The man-in-the-middle attack is one way to implement FDI
attacks [47]. In the following test, we just use ARP Spoofing
to selectively eavesdrop, modify and forward. When ARP
spoofing is applied to node 1 and node 2 at the same time,
eavesdropping on the current information replied by node 1
to node 2, modifying and retransmitting, and only forwarding
other data packets, node 1 will be normal and only node 2
will obtain the wrong current information.

3) Hybrid Attack: That is using different types of attacks,
such as DoS attacks and FDI attacks.

C. Model-based DT

Fig. 7. Impact of DoS attack on the model-based DT.

Dos Attack: Within the range of t = 10s to t = 20s,
the communication link of nodes 1 and 2 is cut off by
ARP deception. For node 1, the information from node 2
is I21(t) = I21(t0), t0 = 10s, t ∈ (10, 20). For node 2,



the information from node 1 is I12(t) = I12(t0), t0 = 10s,
t ∈ (10, 20). It can be seen from Fig. 7 that there is no
obvious change before and after the attack, as the disconnected
link does not destroy the connectivity of the communication
network [48].

Fig. 8. Impact of FDI attack on the model-based DT.

FDI Attack: Within the range of t = 10s to t = 20s, the
communication information obtained from node 3 to node 2
is modified as a fixed value, i.e., I21 = 5A, t ∈ (10, 20).
The results can be seen from the Fig. 8. The current of
each node deviates from the equilibrium value. While the
currents of nodes 2 and 3 raise a lot, the currents of nodes
4, 5 and 6 reduce correspondingly. The voltage of each node
monotonously rises during the attack. This will destroy the
grid a lot since nodes 2 and 3 have the risk of overvoltage and
nodes 4, 5 and 6 will get impaired due to the current return.
After the attack, the current sharing state can be restored under
the action of the controller, but the average voltage after the
attack does not return to the equilibrium voltage. So the risk
of overvoltage still exists.

Fig. 9. Impact of hybrid attack on the model-based DT.

Hybrid Attack: Within the range of of t = 10s to t = 20s,
the communication link of nodes 1 and 2 is cut off by ARP
deception, and the communication information obtained by
node 2 from node 3 is modified to a fixed value of 5A.
Compared with the above-mentioned separate DoS attack
(Fig. 7) and FDI attack (Fig. 8), the addition of DoS attack
makes the impact of FDI attack on the current of node 1 severe.
Under the condition of FDI attack, the impact of DoS attack
seems no longer trivial.

It is demonstrated that the model-based DT can be used to
simulate the microgrid in a real-time manner and we can use
it as a security assessment tool for DCmG.

D. Data-driven DT

1) Using Data: The training data is from the model-based
DT with six node topology as shown in Fig. 5, where a total
of 350+ samples are collected. Each sample contains 80s of

information (voltage, current, current in the server, attack flag,
and time), of which the 40th is the attack, that is, random false
data injection is added to each server. There are 10 sampling
points per second.

2) Results: In order to iterate the prediction, the predicted
data can be combined with the data of the last two moments
before inputting the network next. But when the output is
X

(k+1)
g , the data of the server of each node is not known,

so the predicted current value can only be used as the data in
the server. However, due to the lag of the server data update in
the actual situation, the value in the server at the same time is
not the real-time value of the current, so this method can not
get good results. Therefore, the model is retrained to enable
the model to output the current value in the server. When there
is an external attack, that is, when the flag is 1, the attack value
will be automatically used.

Fig. 10. Accuracy of the data-driven DT.

The mean absolute error of the current within 10s of attack
is about 0.087A. So it can be seen that the data-driven DT can
be used to predict the attack effect quickly and conveniently
at any steady state as long as the user inputs the attack value.
It can be used for grid operator training about attack effect.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we envisioned the positive changes that
Metaverse will bring to the grid, and starting from the view
of Metaverse, a possible path from grid DT to Grid-Metaverse
was proposed. Through the specialization of the division of
labor among different VSPs, it is promising to reduce the
cost of development and achieve the trend of interoperability.
We built model-based and data-driven DTs as separate VSP
prototypes. The model-based DT using HIL can play a role
in the design and verification of control schemes and security
analysis. The data obtained from model-based DT built by
the specific VSP can be used to obtain an approximate model
of physical dynamics through the data-driven method, which
can expand the application scenarios of DT to other stages
in the life cycle. The test results of security analysis indicate
that both DoS and FDI attacks can significantly deteriorate the
control performance of DCmG, and even induce overvoltage
security accidents.

However, the prototype tests are incomplete, and more
detailed experiments are still needed. Besides the function
impact from Metaverse we mentioned, the application of
blockchain may also have a great influence on grid safety and
security. In the future, on the one hand, we will exploring



more about grid DT from the perspective of Metaverse; on
the other hand, we will focus on the research of collaborative
FDI attacks at all levels with the help of the DTs. In addition,
we will further study the application of graph neural networks
in the security and control of the microgrid.
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